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THE ST. LOUIS MEETING.
Local arrangements have now been nearly completed for the St. Louis meetings, beginning with December 28 and running through convocation week. With the exception of the address of President Remsen, on Monday evening, for which the Odeon—a large hall near at hand—has been secured, and possibly one or two other public evening lectures, all the meetings will be held in the Central High School. This is a modern building with good internal arrangements. It is situated on Grand Avenue between Bell and Finney Avenues, with convenient car service to the residence and business districts of the city. Ample rooms for all the sections of the American Association and for the affiliated societies are provided, and a suggestion made in Science early in the year has been acted on by furnishing each section with a lounging room, adjoining its meeting room. The officials of the board of education have cooperated with the principal of the school and the local committee in adapting the rooms to the purposes of the meeting by substitution of seats for desks in many rooms, and by the
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